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Matrix to Showcase its Innovative Hotel Communication Solutions at Hotel Tech Live, Excel London
Products on showcase: Hospitality PBX, Guest Room Phones and Built-in PMS
Matrix, a trusted name in the hospitality industry, in association with its value added distributor ‘ICON’ in the UK, is
exhibiting at Hotel Tech Live show. Hotel Tech Live is UK’s most exciting event for technology, systems, products and
services that are breaking new ground in the hotel sector.
More than 10,000 small hotels to some of the world’s renowned luxury hotel chains use Matrix Hospitality solution to
automate hotel activities and enhance guest experience. During Hotel Tech Live, Matrix will showcase its range of
IP-PBXs for Hotels with built-in PMS, Guest Room Phones and Mobility solutions for the hotel staff.
“Hotel Tech Live will allow Matrix to explore new opportunities existing in the UK hospitality industry. We are looking
forward to meet leading hotel facility owners and share insights and success stories we’ve had in serving hospitality
customers around the world,” said Sagar Gosalia, Sr. VP. Marketing and Sales.
Visit Matrix at Booth #4074, Hotel Tech Live 2017, Excel Exhibition Center, London, UK.
About Matrix
Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in security and telecom solutions for modern businesses and enterprises. Matrix,
an innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization, is committed to keep pace with the revolutions in
security and telecom industries. With more than 40% of its human resources dedicated to the development of new
products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge products such as Unified Communications, IP-PBX, Universal Gateways,
Convergence, VOIP Gateways, GSM Gateways, IP Video Surveillance, Access Control and Time-Attendance. These solutions
are feature-rich, reliable and conform to the international standards. Having global footprints in Europe, North America,
South America, Africa and Asia through an extensive network of more than 1000 system integrators, Matrix ensures that
the products serve the needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration of customers
representing the entire spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many national and international awards for its innovative
products. https://www.matrixtelesol.com/
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